
At ArbiMed Inventory we know how challenging it can be to find a balance between scheduling patients, making sure you have just the 
right amount of drug on hand and documenting each encounter. That’s why, in addition to our base features, ArbiMed Inventory also 
provides a dose-tracking module that is custom built to meet the unique needs of Retina clinics.

Dose Assignment - assign retina doses to the patients easily and properly

Search Dose - look up a dose in database

Dose in Shelves - review the information of retina doses in a dose-only inventory list 

Current Dose Inventory - get an overview of the in-stock doses

Dose Transactions - know what doses were dispensed to patients with lot #, serial #, and treatment details

Custom Alerts - built in alerts to make sure all items being dispensed are set up correctly

Dashboard - review important inventory information in one place

Integrations - integrate to sync data with leading EHR, PMS, and EMR systems per request

Cloud-based - monitor inventory with our cloud-based app from any device at anytime

Preference Cards - easily add a set of devices based on the procedure

Inventory List - create products, add or remove products from inventory list

User Management - customize user roles and limit access to specific tasks

HIPAA Compliant - meet HIPAA requirements to safeguard your data

Serialized Tracking - track medications with the manufacturer’s serial number 

Lot Tracking - track the lot numbers of devices dispensed to patients

Scan Out - dispense mediations and devices to patients

Barcode Scanning - scan in, search or dispense items by scanning the barcode provided on the product packaging

All-in-one Inventory Management Software 
Built for Retina Practices

Day to Day Features in Clinic
Base Retina

ARBIMED INVENTORY RETINA FEATURE SHEET
Inventory Software for the Clinical World

Purchase Order Management - create and receive orders, monitor backorders

Purchasing Features



EDI Integration - place orders directly to suppliers

Order Types - manage regular purchase orders, sample order, specialty pharmacy, etc.

Price Updates - automatically update default prices while creating orders

Revenue Cycle Report - monitor payments for your doses

Dose Removal Report - review the doses that are removed due to damage, expiration, or other reasons

Custom Report Builder - build custom reports based on your needs 

Billing Accuracy Report - confirm that doses are billed correctly

Dispensed Report - know what products were dispensed to patients with lot and serial numbers

Purchase Order Report - view purchasing history and order statuses

Current Inventory Report - quickly identify what is on hand and it’s cost

Reporting Features

Customer Service/Technical Support

1 On 1 Live Webinar / Interaction Training

Off-site/ On-site Implementation

Customer Support

Available 3rd party Integrations

Base Retina

Book for a personalized demo by visiting our Retina product page
at www.arbimed.com/retina

ArbiMed Inventory can connect with leading EHR, EMR, practice management software, supplier systems, and other accounting tools, 
helping you to reduce manual entry, promote productivity and simplify every step of your operational workflow. To learn more integration 
options, speak to one of our inventory management specialists at +1 (855) 662-5252 or www.arbimed.com/contact-us.
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